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you'll notice a few things here. first, we've done a few different things with the data here. we've
selected all authors where the published work matches the author's birth date, and created a list of

the authors' bibcards with an associated list of works. we've created a key (called a search key)
which indexes into the list of authors' bibcards and can be used to perform a search across all the
different types of information available on the author. in this case, we're only concerned with the

birth date, and we just want to know what the author's birth year was. so we just set the search key
to the birth year and the results would include all authors born in that year. the second thing to

notice is that we're using ngstorage (angularjs framework) to store and read our data. it's also used
for storing our full-reload javascript bundle and for storing the ibm jstools bibtex and bibjson files

which we load into primo. if you don't have jstools installed, you can download it from . the
implementation job takes the key you provided in the discovery job and it uses that to access and
read the data, which is stored in the ibm jstools bibtex and bibjson files. it does that by using the

jstools api. the results are then returned to the angularjs component. the aggregate, or whole of the
librarys holdings is discoverable through an aggregated metadata resource. this resource can be
used to answer all kinds of questions from the general to the specific. for example, questions like,

which books do i have in my library? or is there a book on the civil war or on the civil war in illinois?
there are also queries that can be performed to return the titles of all the books that are available to

borrow at a particular location.
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If your live library already has its own repository, then the situation is much simpler. You can opt to
use your librarys own repository for the harvest job. When you do, you will need to ensure that the
data you want to harvest matches the data in your repository. In most cases, the easiest way to do
this is to select all records from the current harvest job and run the copy process again. This will run

the harvest on everything except the items in your repository. To make sure that the destination
repository is not overloaded, provide the destination library with a short sleep period (eg, about 30
seconds), and include the option for parallel processing as per the examples below. For the sake of

explanation, we will assume that the data to be harvested represents new records in a librarys
existing collection. The methods work the same for records in another librarys current collection.

Source data will be the original library collection that you wish to harvest and copy over to a
destination library. If the source data resides in a repository, then you will have to identify the

original repository in the Biblio Locator. If you choose to harvest the data directly from a live library,
you will be able to select the option to preserve the repository. For the purposes of this how-to, we
assume that this is not a viable option. A live library may have more than one repository. A job of

this nature will find data from all of them. However, in order for the job to be able to copy the data
from the repositories and add it to the live librarys collection, only one of the repositories must be

selected in the Destination Library setting. For example, if your library has data from Igo Primo and
from a non-ex Libris repository, you will need to select the librarys live library and the Igo Primo

repository as your destination library. 5ec8ef588b
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